Abstract. Poor Whites Trilogy is often underestimated because of tis realist description of poor whites'economic reformation.This trend can be traced back to the exemplification of Cleanth Brooks' criticism.The Poor Whites Trilogy with its concern for and its close interaction with the contemporary society, made Faulkner's individual voice heard.
Introduction
Faulkner's Poor Whites Trilogy, with the Snopeses, the title family, as an exemplification of the newly ascending force in Post-bellum, and particularly their chief man Flem Snopes' economic reformation and its everlasting influence. In the current and established criticism, the Poor Whites Trilogy, to a certain extent, is often underestimated due to its inconsistency with and also divergence from the experimental and avant-garde magnum opus produced in Faulkner's "Ten Year".
Faulkner's writing career is usually divided into three periods: the apprenticeship (1920s); the period of prodigious output (1930s); the later period (1940s and 1950s).The previously mentioned canonical studies are mainly concerned with the works of The Poor Whites Trilogy was produced in Faulkner's later period. The majority of the existing criticism centers on topics like grand mythological themes, racial issues and experimental narrative techniques in his "major" works. In the skillful delineation of what took place in his time, Faulkner excogitated his influence as the "social conscience" instead of retreating into a self-imagined world of art for self-nurture. Faulkner attempted to deal with the predicament encountered by the modern society-particularly the extolling of instrumental rationality and an insatiable chase for material abundance at the expense of humanity.
General overview of the study of Faulkner
Among the numerous Faulknerian scholars, three authorities with theirmonumental works demand our particular attention. For a start, Malcolm Cowley, on whose compilation of The Portable Faulkner (1946) Faulkner's literary reputation mainly rested, made a great contribution to the propagation of Faulkner's writings. In the preface to The Portable Faulkner, Cowley presented an incisive appreciation of Faulkner's achievement and set a basic tone for the subsequent criticism. He claimed that Faulkner "invent(ed) a Mississippi county that was like a mythical kingdom, … and made his story of Yoknapatawpha Country stand as a parable or legend of all the deep South". (Cowley,1985: Viii) Later, Cleanth Brooks' The Yoknapatawpha Country (1963) and Toward Yoknapatawpha Country and Beyond (1978) , by virtue of close reading, examined themes of provinciality, ethics, role of community, southern slavery heritage and contrast between the old order and the new, which to a large extent established the keynote for the following decades. Cleanth disrupted the sequence of Faulkner's works and created a mythical kingdom of his own. Compared with Malcolm Cowley, Cleanth further pointed out that Yoknapatawpha transcended the Southern locality and proved to be a universal allegory of the whole world. Another authoritative reviewer was Andre Bleikasten, the French translator of Faulkner's works. His magnum opus The Ink of Melancholy (1990) investigated works of Faulkner's bumper period of "unbroken fertility and the creative outburst" from The Sound and the Fury to Light in August. (Bleikasten, 1990: xi) In the shadow of these colossuses, other voices are also heard. Different from the initial and canonical studies on Faulkner, more and more Faulkner research is conducted from the views of gender, identity, race and ideology. For example, since the 1990s gender-centered criticism has yielded great fruits. The traditional gender analysis usually centered on the female characters, the four stereotypes: the melancholy and detached Southern Belle, the tragic mulatto, the loyal black nannies and the dauntless confederate women. Recently, gender study has extended to scrutiny of masculinity, feminized males and sexual preference. Both Minrose Gwin' The Feminine and Faulkner (1990) 
Overview of the study of Poor Whites Trilogy
The existence of the unbalanced attention paid to Faulkner's works is most clearly embodied in the fact that among 300 more or less doctoral dissertations on Faulkner written by doctoral candidates in America from 1989 to 2013, no more than 10 dissertations are primarily concerned with the Poor Whites Trilogy. Malcolm Cowley once observed that Faulkner's early novels when not condemned were over praised for wrong reasons. In fact, many of Faulkner's later novels are ridiculed or simply neglected for wrong reasons, too. As Toni Morrison stated "with few exceptions, Faulkner criticism collapses the major themes of that writer into discursive 'mythologies' and treats the later works-whose focus is race and class-as minor, superficial, marked by decline". (Morrison, 1993: 14) Even today, this trend of generalization of the Poor Whites Trilogy hasn't met real challenges, which is testified by the scarcity of the publications on these novels. The first volume of the trilogy The Hamlet was published in 1940. The next two volumes appeared separately in 1957 and 1959. As a group, the three books with a span of nineteen years traced the process of social transformation in Yoknapatawpha County during the first half of the 20th century. Among these three books of the Poor Whites Trilogy, The Hamlet was most highly valued because of its humor, tall-tale tradition and "playful eccentricities of form and style", particularly "the conunterpointing of essentially separate narratives in a single book, the arts of modulation…… (and) the complex mixture of modes or tones". (Guerard,1982：205) Many critics took it as a continuation of Faulkner's prime writing period, a book "complete in itself" (Tien, 1982: 11) . When The Hamlet first appeared in 1940, most of the reviewers noticed its narrative strength, humor and the "tall tale" tradition that was typical of the South West Frontier. And "many reviewers continue to portray Faulkner as primarily as purveyor of bizarre abnormalities and demonic violence". (Basset, 2009: 22) As to the subsequent book of the trilogy, The Townwas considered very readable but lack of the richness of a masterpiece and below the standard of Faulkner's major fiction. Alfred Kazen complained that in The Town the Snopeses no longer a myth or grotesquely comic characters had become merely a symbol or a weak rubber stamp. Even the loyal admirer Malcolm Cowley called it the dullest book. The Mansion, which wrapped up the Poor Whites Trilogy, published in November 1959, was considered an assertion of the failure of Faulkner's gifts, the exhaustion of his perception and the narrowing of his canvas. Many critics believed that there was a gradual decline of literary achievement in this trilogy. Read in sequence, immediately following The Hamlet and The Town, The Mansion seemed a less vital book than either of its predecessors. In The Mansion the first-person narrativebecame "tedious and evenimaginatively unpersuasive despite the liveliness of the account of old Meadowfill and the hog". (Cowley, 1985: 37) The Town had been considered a lesser work than The Hamlet, and very different in tone and techniques.
To many critics, repetition and discontinuity in characterization further corroborates the deterioration of Faulkner's literary creation. As a particular brand of Faulkner's writing, repetition is not peculiar to the Poor Whites Trilogy. It is materialized in many of his widely acclaimed masterpieces. Repetition is not a sign of the old garrulous Faulkner, but is employed to unify the three books and substantiate the coherence of the trilogy. The Hamlet is a collection of several previously published short stories without a compact plot despite the association between its characters. Repetition is employed to unify the divergent stories in The Hamlet. Also through repetition, happenings in the three novels become coherent. For example, there is the story of Montgomery Ward Snopes in The Town and The Mansion, and the retelling and supplementation of Mink's story in the trilogy. At the same time it is more than repetition but is also progressiveness and refutation. Faulkner wrote a special preface to The Mansion to clarify the discrepancies in repetition and "contradiction in the thirty four-year progress of the chronicle … (is) due to the fact the author has learned more about the human heart and its dilemma". (M 9) This can also be considered as an affirmation of the progressiveness in his characterization of poor whites, such as Mink Snopes.
In America the Poor Whites Trilogy has been mainly treated by critics in their full-lengthstudies of Faulkner's works as a whole, such as Cleanth Brooks, Michael Millgateand Olga W. Vickery. Most of the published essays are conducted from the perspectives of themes, biological concerns, intertextuality, and prototypes. The three monographs on the trilogy that merit particular attention areMan in Motion: Faulkner's Trilogy (1961)by Warren Beck,which argued that Poor Whites Trilogy was united in the theme of change in the human experience. The Snopes Dilemma: Faulkner's Trilogy (1968) by James Gray Watson stressed the conflict in human's heart.The Snopes Family and the Yoknapatawpha County: A Study of William Faulkner's Trilogy(1982) by Morris Wei-hsin Tien through detailed analysis of the episodes of these three books came to the conclusion that Snopesism was not foreign and invasive but was rooted in the community. He believed that "it is a mirror that truthfully reflects the evils that permeate society". (Tien, 1982: 81) Most of the study on trilogyis mainly conducted from the following perspectives: techniques and structures, social themes and ethic exploration. The early studies on The Hamlet were concentrated on its structure. Robert Penn Warren paid special attention to the "intricate patterning of contrasts" that established the structure of the novel. 
Conclusion
The relatively few commentaries on Poor Whites Trilogy have for a large part been the criticism of the inferiority of these novels in view of its conventional writing style. In fact, the Poor Whites
